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Rachel L. West @poliSW
#MacroSW Chat returns tonight at 9:00 PM. @AlyssaLotmore is hosting. The topic is Navigating Systems: #Homelessness.

NCEHS @NCEHScnnnect
Starting in 10 minutes! #MacroSW https://t.co/u6b1XroiRm

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Please excuse the extra tweets as we join the #MacroSW chat for the next hour or so. https://t.co/7V5Cpi5L1r https://t.co/agurTo6KiK

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
Tonight's #MacroSW soundtrack is brought to you by #Destroyer. https://t.co/v4nqUoUPxF

mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
5 minutes to go join us #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
the #MacroSW is about to begin! Pardon my tweets...we're about to get chatty!

Rachel L. West @poliSW
While you're waiting for the chat to start, subscribe to our podcast on iTunes. The #MacroSW Podcast - https://t.co/Q3nJYJbkHN

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Welcome to the #MacroSW chat! Learn more about us at: https://t.co/UvpQL1o9hE

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
#Macrosw chat starting in a few minutes. Please excuse my extra tweets or join in our discussion on homelessness. One minute!

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
Speaking of systems, i am attending week 2 CERT emergency response training for disasters natural and, well, unnatural. Will join you fine if i can. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @poliSW: While you're waiting for the chat to start, subscribe to our podcast on iTunes. The #MacroSW Podcast - https://t.co/Q3nJYJbkHN

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
RT @poliSW: While you're waiting for the chat to start, subscribe to our podcast on iTunes. The #MacroSW Podcast - https://t.co/Q3nJYJbkHN
Stephen Cummings 🌟 LISW @spcummings
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Welcome to the #MacroSW chat! Learn more about us at: https://t.co/UpvQL1o9hE

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Tonight's topic for #MacroSW - Navigating Systems: Homelessness.

inSocialWork @SWpodcast
Joining the #MacroSW chat! Please excuse the number of tweets!

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
I think tonight's kick-off #MacroSW chat is a great way to celebrate the birthday of Jane Addams, the Pioneer of Social Work. Happy Birthday! https://t.co/RWb45d4Pvh

Karen ♀ Zgoda @karenzgoda
Ready to #MacroSW?? https://t.co/KYmUTMOaY5

Karen ♀ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aykanian: Tonight's #MacroSW soundtrack is brought to you by #Destroyer. https://t.co/v4nqUoUPxF

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @AlyssaLotmore: I think tonight's kick-off #MacroSW chat is a great way to celebrate the birthday of Jane Addams, the Pioneer of Social Work.

Karen ♀ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @AlyssaLotmore: I think tonight's kick-off #MacroSW chat is a great way to celebrate the birthday of Jane Addams, the Pioneer of Social Work.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@karenzgoda Yes! #MacroSW

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
Totally agree, @AlyssaLotmore #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Ready to #MacroSW?? https://t.co/KYmUTMOaY5

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
It's time for #MacroSW! https://t.co/YxkJEJmEic

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
Hi, #MacroSW! I'm John Halloran and I'm an Assistant Professor of Social Work at Lewis University.

Karen ♀ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Welcome to the #MacroSW chat! Learn more about us at: https://t.co/UpvQL1o9hE

Karen ♀ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Tonight's topic for #MacroSW - Navigating Systems: Homelessness.

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
RT @AlyssaLotmore: I think tonight's kick-off #MacroSW chat is a great way to celebrate the birthday of Jane Addams, the Pioneer of Social Work.

*mizz_picklezz* @mizzpicklezz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Tonight's topic for #MacroSW - Navigating Systems: Homelessness.

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @poliSW: While you're waiting for the chat to start, subscribe to our podcast on iTunes. The #MacroSW Podcast - https://t.co/Q3nJYJbkHf

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @porndaughter @Kareznzgoda

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @porndaughter @spcummings @Kareznzgoda

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: I think tonight's kick-off #MacroSW chat is a great way to celebrate the birthday of Jane Addams, the Pioneer of Social...

Mark Horvath @hardlynormal
RT @NCEHSconnect: Starting in 10 minutes! #MacroSW https://t.co/u6b1XroiRm

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Let's take a few minutes to introduce yourselves. #MacroSW This is the official MacroSW handle. Tonight that's @spcummings, one of our part...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @AlyssaLotmore: I think tonight's kick-off #MacroSW chat is a great way to celebrate the birthday of Jane Addams, the Pioneer of Social...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @porndaughter @spcummings @Kareznzgoda

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @karenzgoda: Ready to #MacroSW?? https://t.co/KYmUTMOaY5

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Welcome to the #MacroSW chat! Learn more about us at: https://t.co/UpvQL1o9hE

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
Hi #MacroSW chatters! I'm Alyssa Lotmore, LMSW, and I will be hosting the chat tonight. I work @UAlbanySSW & co-host @socialworkersfm where students, alums & community professionals can come on air to share expertise, resources & start important dialogues on #socialwork &

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
Hi, everyone! I'm Amanda Aykanian, and I'm so excited to be co-hosting tonight's #MacroSW chat about #homelessness with @AlyssaLotmore a PhD candidate @UAlbanySSW, a program evaluator @4HumanPotential, and Research and Project Lead @NCEHSconnect.

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
@mcoconis Be sure to make sure include plans for people who are homeless in crisis response #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @porndaughter @spcummings @Kareznzgoda
Joining in the #MacroSW chat! Please excuse the extra tweets!

RT @aykanian: It's time for #MacroSW! https://t.co/YxkJEJmE1c

Hi #MacroSW - I'm a fresh baby MSW student as of three weeks ago. Here to listen tonight.

RT @aykanian: Hi, everyone! I'm Amanda Aykanian, and I'm so excited to be co-hosting tonight's #MacroSW chat about homelessness with @Alys...

Ready for #MacroSW! Excuse extra tweets for the next hour. https://t.co/vMdNbGGhW3

Hi #macросw! It's @nancy_kusmaul, Assistant Professor @UMBC @mdsocialwork !

RT @aykanian: It's time for #MacroSW! https://t.co/YxkJEJmE1c

I missed my #MacroSW friends!! I hope everyone had a great break this Summer! https://t.co/ukigSWEUjh

I am thrilled to have guest expert, @Aykanian, leading the chat tonight and getting us talking about #homelessness. #MacroSW

RT @aykanian: It's time for #MacroSW! https://t.co/YxkJEJmE1c

RT @JoThoHalloran: Hi, #MacroSW! I'm John Halloran and I'm an Assistant Professor of Social Work at Lewis Universty.

I'm a @UBSSW alumni, and mental health counselor at a public agency here in Buffalo, NY. I've also been homeless, so tonight's chat is very interesting to me #MacroSW

Hello everyone! Glad to see us jumpstarting the chat! I'll be in the background since I'm working on a project. #MacroSW

Welcome to the chat, Larissa! #MacroSW
@aykanian Welcome to #MacroSW tonight!

🎉mizz_piclezz 🎉 @mizzpicklezz
@OfficialMacroSW @spcummings Hi I'm Adrienne, LMSW in NY. UBSSW '17 alumni #GoBulls❤️❤️ #MacroSW

Karen ❤️ Zgoda @karenzgoda
@JoThoHalloran Welcome back to #MacroSW John!!

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Looking forward to a great chat! #macrosw

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
Hi everyone! Ryan in #TraverseCity working to #EndHomelessness & #EndYouthHomelessness Glad to be back! #MacroSW

inSocialWork @SWpodcast
Caitlin from the inSocialWork podcast team! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 📝 @TheMattSchwartz
@karenzgoda #MacroSW https://t.co/83sShIrCPJ

Karen ❤️ Zgoda @karenzgoda
📸📸📸 @spcummings #MacroSW

Karen ❤️ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Hi #MacroSW chatters! I'm Alyssa Lotmore, LMSW, and I will be hosting the chat tonight. I work @UAlbanySSW & co-ho @so...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@AlyssaLotmore @aykanian Welcome and thanks so much, @AlyssaLotmore and @aykanian ! #MacroSW

Karen ❤️ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aykanian: Hi, everyone! I'm Amanda Aykanian, and I'm so excited to be co-hosting tonight's #MacroSW chat about #homelessness with @Alys...

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
RT @AlyssaLotmore: I am thrilled to have guest expert, @Aykanian, leading the chat tonight and getting us talking about #homelessness. #M

Karen ❤️ Zgoda @karenzgoda
Welcome back Matt!! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Let's take a few minutes to introduce yourselves. #MacroSW This is the official MacroSW handle. Tonight that's @spcummm...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@mizzpicklezz @spcummings It's always great to have you here, Adrienne! #MacroSW

Sophia Chester @SophiaTheAuthor
RT @VilissaThompson: Hello everyone! Glad to see us jumpstarting the chat! I'll be in the background since I'm working on a project. #Mac...
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Hello! Pat Shelly here for @UBSSW - Feel like I'm coming home again to the #MacroSW chat with the first one of Fall 2018! https://t.co/u8CeDqTTLy

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🌱 @TheMattSchwert
RT @SWpodcast: Caitlin from the inSocialWork podcast team! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @VilissaThompson: Hello everyone! Glad to see us jumpstarting the chat! I'll be in the background since I'm working on a project. #Mac...

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect
This is Jenna tuning in from the great high five state to your north (unless you're in Canada!). LMSW, MPH, School District Admin. #MacroSW @OfficialMacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🌱 @TheMattSchwert
RT @karenzgoda: Welcome back Matt!! #MacroSW https://t.co/tUI22OEmnS

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Founding #MacroSW chat partner and consultant.

Karen 🙏 Zgoda @karenzgoda
🎉🎉 for all our hard-working students and educators tonight!! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @larissacmsw: Hi #MacroSW - I'm a fresh baby MSW student as of three weeks ago. Here to listen tonight.

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🌱 @TheMattSchwert
RT @UBSSW: Hello! Pat Shelly here for @UBSSW - Feel like I'm coming home again to the #MacroSW chat with the first one of Fall 2018! ht...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: I missed my #MacroSW friends!! I hope everyone had a great break this Summer! https://t.co/ukigSWEUjh

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: I am thrilled to have guest expert, @Aykanian, leading the chat tonight and getting us talking about #homelessness. #M...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwert: I'm a @UBSSW alumni, and mental health counselor at a public agency here in Buffalo, NY. I've also been homeless t...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @VilissaThompson: Hello everyone! Glad to see us jumpstarting the chat! I'll be in the background since I'm working on a project. #Mac...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: @OfficialMacroSW @spcummings Hi I'm Adrienne,LMSW in NY. UBSSW '17 alumni #GoBulls🏈 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SWpodcast: Caitlin from the inSocialWork podcast team! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🌱 @TheMattSchwert
RT @poliSW: Founding #MacroSW chat partner and consultant.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @karenzgoda #MacroSW https://t.co/83sShIrCPJ

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🇺🇸 @TheMattSchwartz
RT @karenzgoda: 👍👍👍 for all our hard-working students and educators tonight!! #MacroSW https://t.co/Dh8zfPButH

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@larissacmsw Hi Larissa! Welcome. And feel free to not just listen, but participate! We love our MSW students. #macrosw

inSocialWork @SWpodcast
RT @karenzgoda: 👍👍👍 for all our hard-working students and educators tonight!! #MacroSW https://t.co/Dh8zfPButH

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Founding #MacroSW chat partner and consultant.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @A2RecDirect: This is Jenna tuning in from the great high five state to your north (unless you're in Canada!). LMSW, MPH, School Distric.

Kristin B. Frazee @pomdaughter
Hello, chiming in late. Back to School night! #MacroSW

Sheila Vakharia PhD MSW @MyHarmReduction
Hi #MacroSW! Sheila joining from Brooklyn!

Karen 💃 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Karen here in Boston, social worker, educator @SimmonsMSW online #MacroSW #swtech https://t.co/XSfvecKyO9

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@A2RecDirect Welcome back, Jenna! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: 👍👍👍 for all our hard-working students and educators tonight!! #MacroSW https://t.co/Dh8zfPButH

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🇺🇸 @TheMattSchwartz
Absolutely!! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🇺🇸 @TheMattSchwartz
RT @karenzgoda: Karen here in Boston, social worker, educator @SimmonsMSW online #MacroSW #swtech https://t.co/XSfvecKyO9

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
First #MacroSW question coming up! I'm ready, are you?! https://t.co/hsDlTRlrf

Karen 💃 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Great to see you again tonight Jenna! #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@tweetoutreach Hey @A2RecDirect here's someone to your north! 😇#macrosw #goblue

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
@TheMattSchwartz thanks for sharing about homelessness. I was also homeless and wonder how many social workers have been. It was a v ago but always seems “fresh”. Really, thanks. #macrosw

Mx. Tylea @afroenby
RT @poliSW: While you're waiting for the chat to start, subscribe to our podcast on iTunes. The #MacroSW Podcast - https://t.co/Q3nJYJbkHf

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Seconded! Welcome to the chat, fellow students and educators! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Welcome back Nancy!! #MacroSW

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@OfficialMacroSW @spcummings Hello everyone! I'm Lakeya. I'm the CEO of @TheNSWM. I figured I'd stop by and say Hi since I was on T at the moment, so "Hi!" #MacroSW

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
@mcoconis Thank you! #MacroSW

Monaca Eaton @monaca_eaton
First #MacroSW chat :) I'm a sw educator at Michigan State University.

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @mcoconis: @TheMattSchwartz thanks for sharing about homelessness. I was also homeless and wonder how many social workers have it...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @AlyssaLotmore: I am thrilled to have guest expert, @Aykanian, leading the chat tonight and getting us talking about #homelessness. #Mac

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TheMattSchwartz: I'm a @UBSSW alumni, and mental health counselor at a public agency here in Buffalo, NY. I've also been homeless t...

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
I really appreciate how strong the gif game is for this #MacroSW chat.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Ready for Q1 #MacroSW

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
Q1: How does ending homelessness fit within the social work Code of Ethics? #MacroSW @OfficialMacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @VilissaThompson: Hello everyone! Glad to see us jumpstarting the chat! I'll be in the background since I'm working on a project. #Mac...
Great to see you again Adrienne!! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @lakeya_cherry: @OfficialMacroSW @spcummings Hello everyone! I'm Lakeya. I'm the CEO of @TheNSWM. I figured I'd stop by and say hi since...

Karen ⚡ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: Looking forward to a great chat! #macrosw https://t.co/xMhCItNy8s

Karen ⚡ Zgoda @karenzgoda
Welcome back Ryan!! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
#MacroSW Remember, chats are numbered (Q1, Q2, etc.) when you answer, be sure to include the #MacroSW hashtag and A1 (A2, A3, etc)

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@lakeya_cherry @OfficialMacroSW @spcummings @TheNSWM Hi, Lakeya! thanks for stopping by #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☝️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: #MacroSW Remember, chats are numbered (Q1, Q2, etc.) when you answer, be sure to include the #MacroSW hashtag A1...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mcoconis: @TheMattSchwartz thanks for sharing about homelessness. I was also homeless and wonder how many social workers have it...

Karen ⚡ Zgoda @karenzgoda
Great to see you tonight Caitlin!! #MacroSW

Karen ⚡ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @karenzgoda #MacroSW https://t.co/83sShIrCPJ

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Ready for Q1 #MacroSW https://t.co/yAp51meJSg

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Q1: How does ending homelessness fit within the social work Code of Ethics? #MacroSW @OfficialMacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: #MacroSW Remember, chats are numbered (Q1, Q2, etc.) when you answer, be sure to include the #MacroSW hashtag A1...

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
@AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW A1: The @NASW Code of Ethics prioritizes helping people in need, addressing social problems, and pursuing social change to better the lives of vulnerable and oppressed individuals and groups. https://t.co/NzPazvXpQg #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW A1: It fits with honoring the dignity and worth of the person. Every person is worthy of having somewhere to live. #macrosw. It’s also one of the social work grand challenges.
Stephen Cummings  LSW @spcummings
@lakeya_cherry @OfficialMacroSW @TheNSWM Hello, Lakeya! #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: #MacroSW Remember, chats are numbered (Q1, Q2, etc.) when you answer, be sure to include the #MacroSW hasht A1...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @aykanian: @AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW A1: The @NASW Code of Ethics prioritizes helping people in need, addressing social problems, ...

Emily @emp_sw
Back to #MacroSW chats after being MIA for quite a long while. Hi everyone! I'm Emily, LMSW, CASAC and I recently left the addictions field; had my first day as a school social worker today! 😊 excited to chat tonight

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
@mcoconis I'm curious too - we've seen a correlation between the ACE study and Social Workers, but I don't think it would surprise me; I was homeless/couch surfing/squatting for 3 months while I was doing my army service in Israel; it was terrifying, and embarassing, and hungry #MacroSW

Monaca Eaton @monaca_eaton
I think it is fundamental to supporting human and community well-being and is a social issue that cuts across all levels and types of sw practic #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Pretty sure Jane Addams herself would be seriously impressed with our #MacroSW gifs tonight. BEST BIRTHDAY GIFT EVER. https://t.co/bSuWPhvNM6

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @aykanian: @AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW A1: The @NASW Code of Ethics prioritizes helping people in need, addressing social problems, ...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @karenzgoda: Pretty sure Jane Addams herself would be seriously impressed with our #MacroSW gifs tonight. BEST BIRTHDAY GIFT E\ https://t.co/bSuWPhvNM6

@mizz_picklez @mizzpicklezz
@karenzgoda Hi !!! #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@SWpodcast Hi Caitlin! macrosow

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A1: def dignity and self worth. Housing increases this and it is what you use to engage to assist in ending people's homelessness #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @aykanian: @AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW A1: The @NASW Code of Ethics prioritizes helping people in need, addressing social problems, ...
Welcome back team!!

#MacroSW

https://t.co/zTrlww63yQ

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@emp_sw Congrats on the new job! #MacroSW

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@UBSSW @OfficialMacroSW @spcummings @TheNSWM Hello Pat :) #MacroSW

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
@AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW A2: #Homelessness is a complex social problem that is disproportionately experienced by the most vulnerable and oppressed groups in our society. And, the experience of homelessness itself results in further marginalization. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @mcoconis I'm curious too - we've seen a correlation between the ACE study and Social Workers, but I don't think it

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: Pretty sure Jane Addams herself would be seriously impressed with our #MacroSW gifs tonight. BEST BIRTHDAY GIFT EVER.

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
A1: Dignity and worth of the person! #macrossw

inSocialWork @SWpodcast
@nancy_kusmaul MacroSw Hi, Nancy!!

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Welcome back everyone! Where did the summer go? @SunyaFolayan, chat partner in creative macro practice. Looking forward to a great year here at #macrosw. https://t.co/JfeamvClam

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @monaca_eaton: I think it is fundamental to supporting human and community well-being and is a social issue that cuts across all levels..

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @monaca_eaton: I think it is fundamental to supporting human and community well-being and is a social issue that cuts across all levels..

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
A1: Homelessness is addressed first in the standards and principles, identifying the dignity and worth of all people. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Pretty sure Jane Addams herself would be seriously impressed with our #MacroSW gifs tonight. BEST BIRTHDAY GIFT EVER.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @mcoconis I'm curious too - we've seen a correlation between the ACE study and Social Workers, but I don't think it

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @tweetoutreach: A1: def dignity and self worth. Housing increases this and it is what you use to engage to assist in ending people's hom..

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
A3: The @AASWSWorg chose #endinghomelessness as one of its 12 Grand Challenges for #SocialWork: https://t.co/bFljv QiYP #GC2EH #Up4TheChallenge #MacroSW

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect
Who's a proud graduate of Jane Addams Jr. High in Royal Oak, MI?? THIS LMSW, that's who!! (insert gif of me pointing to myself) #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: @OfficialMacroSW @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @porndaughter @spcummings Welcome back team!! #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @emp_sw: Back to #MacroSW chats after being MIA for quite a long while. Hi everyone! I'm Emily, LMSW, CASAC and I recently left the і

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@A2RecDirect #MacroSW https://t.co/ywN5wi009

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @A2RecDirect: Who's a proud graduate of Jane Addams Jr. High in Royal Oak, MI?? THIS LMSW, that's who!! (insert gif of me pointing to myself)

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @aykanian: @AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW A2: #Homelessness is a complex social problem that is disproportionately experienced t

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW @TheNSWM Hi Stephen! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: @A2RecDirect #MacroSW https://t.co/ywN5wi009

Emily @emp_sw
RT @UBSSW: @emp_sw Congrats on the new job! #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@lakeya_cherry @UBSSW @OfficialMacroSW @spcummings @TheNSWM Yes, hi Pat! #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @A2RecDirect: Who's a proud graduate of Jane Addams Jr. High in Royal Oak, MI?? THIS LMSW, that's who!! (insert gif of me pointing to myself)

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A1(2): huge vulnerability and oppression issues w/ homelessness #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@nancy_kusmaul @lakeya_cherry @OfficialMacroSW @spcummings @TheNSWM Back at ya, Nancy! #macroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tweetoutreach: A1(2): huge vulnerability and oppression issues w/ homelessness #MacroSW
Emily @emp_sw
@UBSSW Thank you! Go Bulls! #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Q1: How does ending homelessness fit within the social work Code of Ethics? #MacroSW @OfficialMacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
@emp_sw @UBSSW #HornsUp #UBHornsUp #macrosw

Janet West @Jawst4
RT @poliSW: Founding #MacroSW chat partner and consultant.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @aykanian: A3: The @AASWSWorg chose #endinghomelessness as one of its 12 Grand Challenges for #SocialWork: https://t.co/bFlVlQ #GC2E...

@mizz_pinklezz @mizzpicklezz
@AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW A1. Ending homelessness is a way to end poverty. Our code of ethics is clear on the duty SWs have in arresting poverty. Homelessness is often an symptom of poverty #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Themes from Q1: Addressing the dignity and worth of the person. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @aykanian: @AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW A2: #Homelessness is a complex social problem that is disproportionately experienced t...

inSocialWork @SWpodcast
RT @emp_sw: @UBSSW Thank you! Go Bulls! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A1: Homelessness is addressed first in the standards and principles, identifying the dignity and worth of all people....

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @aykanian: A3: The @AASWSWorg chose #endinghomelessness as one of its 12 Grand Challenges for #SocialWork: https://t.co/bFlVlQ #GC2E...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: @AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW A1. Ending homelessness is a way to end poverty. Our code of ethics is clear on the duty...

inSocialWork @SWpodcast
RT @mizzpicklezz: @AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW A1. Ending homelessness is a way to end poverty. Our code of ethics is clear on the duty...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @tweetoutreach: A1(2): huge vulnerability and oppression issues w/ homelessness #MacroSW
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
A1.2 Homelessness brings with it issues with family (housed & homeless); issues accessing social systems, healthcare, and medicine #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @emp_sw @UBSSW #HornsUp #UBHornsUp #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @emp_sw: @UBSSW Thank you! Go Bulls! #MacroSW

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect
A1 Our code of ethics says we have to work for social justice for our clients/communities. If social justice doesn’t include #homelessness I don’t know what does. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Q1: How does ending homelessness fit within the social work Code of Ethics? #MacroSW @OfficialMacroSW

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A1(3): minority and LGBTQ fall into homelessness at much higher rates yet get assistance out of homelessness at lower rates #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @A2RecDirect: A1 Our code of ethics says we have to work for social justice for our clients/communities. If social justice doesn’t inclu…

Sheila Vakharia PhD MSW @MyHarmReduction
A1- Addressing homelessness requires uplifting the dignity and worth of people regardless of income or socioeconomic status. Seeing housing/standard of loving as a human right also aligns with international standards #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: @AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW A1. Ending homelessness is a way to end poverty. Our code of ethics is clear on the duty…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @tweetoutreach: A1(3): minority and LGBTQ fall into homelessness at much higher rates yet get assistance out of homelessness at lower

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tweetoutreach: A1(3): minority and LGBTQ fall into homelessness at much higher rates yet get assistance out of homelessness at lower

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @A2RecDirect: A1 Our code of ethics says we have to work for social justice for our clients/communities. If social justice doesn’t inclu…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aykanian: A3: The @AASWSWorg chose #endinghomelessness as one of its 12 Grand Challenges for #SocialWork: https://t.co/bFIjViQiYP #GC2E…

aubree@aubree0119
@UBSSW Can’t stick around tonight but looking forward to reading the transcript! Hello #MacroSW friends!! (@UBSSW 2nd year student in MSW/MPH program). I’ve missed these chats! https://t.co/f3bY7SSfpf

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Themes from Q1: Addressing the dignity and worth of the person. #MacroSW
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mizzpicklezz: @AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW A1. Ending homelessness is a way to end poverty. Our code of ethics is clear on the duty...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@lakeya_cherry @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW @TheNSWM Great to see you tonight Lakeya!! #MacroSW

Emily @emp_sw
@larissacmsw We've all been there, but don't discredit yourself student or not, you're a colleague 😊 #MacroSW https://t.co/BZvpz2UB71

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @aubree0119: @UBSSW Can't stick around tonight but looking forward to reading the transcript! Hello #MacroSW friends!! (@UBSSW 2r year...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @lakeya_cherry: @OfficialMacroSW @spcummings Hello everyone! I'm Lakeya. I'm the CEO of @TheNSWM. I figured I'd stop by and sa since...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MyHarmReduction: A1- Addressing homelessness requires uplifting the dignity and worth of people regardless of income or socioeconomic...

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
@karenzgoda Thank you! #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @tweetoutreach: A1(3): minority and LGBTQ fall into homelessness at much higher rates yet get assistance out of homelessness at lower...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aubree0119: @UBSSW Can't stick around tonight but looking forward to reading the transcript! Hello #MacroSW friends!! (@UBSSW 2r year...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Themes from Q1: Addressing the dignity and worth of the person. #MacrosW

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
RT @tweetoutreach: A1(3): minority and LGBTQ fall into homelessness at much higher rates yet get assistance out of homelessness at lower...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Continued themes from Q1/A1: Addressing social justice and social change at all levels #MacroSW

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@karenzgoda @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW @TheNSWM You too, Karen. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@aubree0119 @UBSSW #MacroSW https://t.co/6F0NH35VvP

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: @aubree0119 @UBSSW #MacroSW https://t.co/6F0NH35VvP
Janet West @Jawst4
RT @poliSW: While you're waiting for the chat to start, subscribe to our podcast on iTunes. The #MacroSW Podcast - https://t.co/Q3nJYJbkHf

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Continued themes from Q1/A1: Addressing social justice and social change at all levels #MacroSW

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Themes from Q1: Addressing the dignity and worth of the person. #MacrosW

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
Q2: How do public perceptions of homelessness impact policy making and available services for people experiencing homelessness? #Macro @OfficialMacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
@porndaughter #macrosw Welcome back, Kristin!

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Q2 is coming up! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Q2 is coming up! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Q2 is coming up! #MacroSW

Janet West @Jawst4
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Q1: How does ending homelessness fit within the social work Code of Ethics? #MacroSW @OfficialMacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Continued themes from Q1/A1: Addressing social justice and social change at all levels #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Q2: How do public perceptions of homelessness impact policy making and available services for people experiencing homele...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Continued themes from Q1/A1: Addressing social justice and social change at all levels #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Q2 is live! #MacroSW

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Q2: How do public perceptions of homelessness impact policy making and available services for people experiencing homele...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Q2: How do public perceptions of homelessness impact policy making and available services for people experiencing homele...

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
@lakeya_cherry yes, nice to see you here! Looking forward to APM. #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW  @TheMattSchwartz
A2 I think that most policies are being based off of "NIMBY" and creating a sense of the other when it comes to homeless folx #macrosw

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A2: homelessness perceived as too big to solve #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2 I think that most policies are being based off of "NIMBY" and creating a sense of the other when it comes to home

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tweetoutreach: A2: homelessness perceived as too big to solve #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW  @TheMattSchwartz
A2.2 as an example, the @USPS doesn't allow people to use a PO Box for their drivers license address; which can be problematic #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
👇👇👇 #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW A2: The public believes that only single men are homeless, which leads to a dearth of programs and ser for homeless women and families. #macrosw

Monaca Eaton @monaca_eaton
A2. It amazes me how many services require an address and an ID - both of which can discourage people from accessing services- we need mindful of service barriers in policy creation #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: 👇👇👇 #MacroSW https://t.co/raCgWMn0vc

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @A2RecDirect: A1 Our code of ethics says we have to work for social justice for our clients/communities. If social justice doesn't inclu...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.2 as an example, the @USPS doesn't allow people to use a PO Box for their drivers license address; which can b pro...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Q2 is live! #MacroSW https://t.co/O1oJ3k9bsO

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW  @TheMattSchwartz
A2.3 it means that someone may not be able to change over their documents to reflect homelessness, which can impact their ability #macrosw

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
A2: Policies that criminalize things like camping, sleeping in cars, loitering, and panhandling have increased across the U.S. and are largely dr by negative public perceptions of #homelessness. Check out this report from @NLCHPhomeless: https://t.co/dYUf4cGr14 #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Q2: How do public perceptions of homelessness impact policy making and available services for people experiencing

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
A2.4 to receive services. #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
A2.5 the Coalition on Homelessness (https://t.co/Y9dSN2ctB8) has been doing incredible work in SF #macrosw

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A2(2): dehumanizes equals lack of connection, easy to ignore emotionally #MacroSW

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect
A2 (A) in public schools, the relevant policy is the McKinney-Vento Act. This fed law defines homeless youth as those living with friends, in hotel/motels, in shelters or in a car/park/on the street. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @aykanian: A2: Policies that criminalize things like camping, sleeping in cars, loitering, and panhandling have increased across the U.S...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.3 it means that someone may not be able to change over their documents to reflect homelessness, which can imp...th...

Sheila Vakharia PhD MSW @MyHarmReduction
A2: it's not a coincidence that individuals who are stigmatized and victims of structural violence struggle with homelessness. Public already vie them as less than. Homelessness adds to it. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda @mcoconis #MacroSW https://t.co/DXBneajBdZ

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @monaca_eaton: A2. It amazes me how many services require an address and an ID - both of which can discourage people from accessi serv...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
A2.6 documenting how policies (or lack thereof) have been having a real impact on the homeless in SF #macr...sw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
A2.7 as well as the impact of the housing crunch. #macr...sw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
A2: It seems a lot of biased perspectives exist regarding homelessness - laziness, abusers of the system, etc...which impede meaningful intervention at the policy level #MacroSW

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
A2: #NIMBY attitudes can be a huge barrier to creating homeless services, shelter, and affordable housing. @HomelessHUB has some great readings on the topic with guidance on overcoming community opposition. https://t.co/WRJbfrfAKI #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MyHarmReduction: A2: it's not a coincidence that individuals who are stigmatized and victims of structural violence struggle with homel.
Since poverty isn’t sexy, and people don’t like to see it there are several cities (Cincinnati, OH is one) where it is illegal to feed homeless individuals...like 😋 for why? #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @aykanian: A2: Policies that criminalize things like camping, sleeping in cars, loitering, and panhandling have increased across the U.S...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @A2RecDirect: A2 (A) In public schools, the relevant policy is the McKinney-Vento Act. This fed law defines homeless youth as those livi..

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MyHarmReduction: A2: it’s not a coincidence that individuals who are stigmatized and victims of structural violence struggle with homel.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @A2RecDirect: A2 (A) In public schools, the relevant policy is the McKinney-Vento Act. This fed law defines homeless youth as those livi..

Emily @emp_sw
RT @A2RecDirect: A2 (A) In public schools, the relevant policy is the McKinney-Vento Act. This fed law defines homeless youth as those livi..

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @aykanian: A2: #NIMBY attitudes can be a huge barrier to creating homeless services, shelter, and affordable housing. @HomelessHUB

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A2: It seems a lot of biased perspectives exist regarding homelessness - laziness, abusers of the system, etc...which.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.6 documenting how policies (or lack thereof) have been having a real impact on the homeless in SF #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
A2.8 Additionally, there are "invisible" homeless, like what I was: never knew where I was going to sleep each night, which means #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.7 as well as the impact of the housing crunch. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @aykanian: A2: #NIMBY attitudes can be a huge barrier to creating homeless services, shelter, and affordable housing. @HomelessHUB

@mizz_picklezz: @mizzpicklezz
RT @aykanian: A2: #NIMBY attitudes can be a huge barrier to creating homeless services, shelter, and affordable housing. @HomelessHUB

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mizzpicklezz: @AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW Since poverty isn’t sexy, and people don’t like to see it there are several cities (Cinci.

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
A2.9 that homeless "counts" are often incorrect and discount the realities faced by the working poor, students, LGBTQ community etc #macrosw

Monaca Eaton @monaca_eaton
A2. Homelessness is seen as an individual issue and often not systemic and societal - throws back to the idea of deserving and undeserving; makes it hard to get traction, critical mass and policy change #MacroSW

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A2(3): homelessness hard to understand, brains tend to categorize into stigmas in subconscious attempt to comprehend #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A2 Perceptions + Stereotypes: people who are homeless only panhandle and drink. Are only adults, all are men. Seen as unworthy of public assistance or services. Public is in need of protection from "them" so laws and regulations and zoning act to exclude or jail them. #MacroSW https://t.co/FoBcviq4co

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.8 Additionally, there are "invisible" homeless, like what I was: never knew where I was going to sleep each night...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: A2 Perceptions + Stereotypes: people who are homeless only panhandle and drink. Are only adults, all are men. Seen as unworthy...

Sheila Vakharia PhD MSW @MyHarmReduction
A2: Bootstrap mentality and capitalism teach public that working hard results in success. Those who don’t make it obviously are lazy and ask for a handout. #MacroSW

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect
A2 (B) ...The public perception that #homelessness is an *adult* problem misses the millions of children impacted each year. Sometimes there attitude/perception that adults must be punished for being homeless, but what happens to the kids? #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @tweetoutreach: A2(3): homelessness hard to understand, brains tend to categorize into stigmas in subconscious attempt to comprehend #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @monaca_eaton: A2. Homelessness is seen as an individual issue and often not systemic and societal - throws back to the idea of deserving...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.9 that homeless "counts" are often incorrect and discount the realities faced by the working poor, students, LGBTQ community etc #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
A2.10 Many services are geared for adults, with services lacking for minors (as well as safe beds); but beds are lacking all around #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @A2RecDirect: A2 (B) ...The public perception that #homelessness is an *adult* problem misses the millions of children impacted each year...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
(trouble getting tweets out for some reason) A1 Values of #Service + honoring the #dignity and worth of the person / 1.01 Promoting the well-being of clients / 6.01 General #welfare of society #Ethics #MacroSW https://t.co/yfn2vxbtpm

inSocialWork @SWpodcast
RT @UBSSW: A2 Perceptions + Stereotypes: people who are homeless only panhandle and drink. Are only adults, all are men. Seen as unworthy...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MyHarmReduction: A2: Bootstrap mentality and capitalism teach public that working hard results in success. Those who don’t make it ot

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@mcoonis Likewise, Michel. Me too and hopefully I’ll see you at #NSWM30 next year as well. #MacroSW

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
Some great resources and content are being provided in this chat! Let's keep this discussion going strong during the second half! #MacroSW https://t.co/jy4YWguEJm

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.6 documenting how policies (or lack thereof) have been having a real impact on the homeless in SF #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.10 Many services are geared for adults, with services lacking for minors (as well as safe beds); but beds are lacki.

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A2(4): @invisiblepeople helps to right size perceptions; then we can get in a position to make change. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A2: It seems a lot of biased perspectives exist regarding homelessness - laziness, abusers of the system, etc...which.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @aykanian: A2: #NIMBY attitudes can be a huge barrier to creating homeless services, shelter, and affordable housing. @HomelessHUB s…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: @AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW Since poverty isn’t sexy, and people don’t like to see it there are several cities (Cinci.

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@OfficialMacroSW It amazes me that the general public still attributes homelessness (and poverty in general) to ‘character’ flaws. #MacroSW ..Nevermind stagnant wages, limited affordable housing and childcare

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @monaca_eaton: A2. Homelessness is seen as an individual issue and often not systemic and societal - throws back to the idea of desen.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tweetoutreach: A2(3): homelessness hard to understand, brains tend to categorize into stigmas in subconscious attempt to comprehend #Ma...

Aaron Dora-Laskey @latchkeykidd
RT @MyHarmReduction: A1- Addressing homelessness requires uplifting the dignity and worth of people regardless of income or socioeconos...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@aykanian I always listen to @Gaydio (https://t.co/f4PsI0JID) and @IvanPicaMusic (https://t.co/kje6O1U4oJ). Best dance music ever! #Macro https://t.co/v5Rz34exy
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Q2 Themes: Bias, NIMBY attitudes, criminalizing the homeless, blaming the individual, perpetual stigma #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: (trouble getting tweets out for some reason) A1 Values of #Service + honoring the #dignity and worth of the person / 1.01 Pron

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mizzpicklezz: @OfficialMacroSW It amazes me that the general public still attributes homelessness (and poverty in general) to 'character

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Q2 Themes: Bias, NIMBY attitudes, criminalizing the homeless, blaming the individual, perpetual stigma #MacroSW

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
@A2RecDirect @invisiblepeople Check out @invisiblepeople #TraverseCity posts #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: @OfficialMacroSW It amazes me that the general public still attributes homelessness (and poverty in general) to 'character

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @A2RecDirect: A2 (B) ...The public perception that #homelessness is an "adult" problem misses the millions of children impacted each ye

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Some great resources and content are being provided in this chat! Let's keep this discussion going strong during the se

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Some great resources and content are being provided in this chat! Let's keep this discussion going strong during the se

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @aykanian: A2: #NIMBY attitudes can be a huge barrier to creating homeless services, shelter, and affordable housing. @HomelessHUB s...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: @OfficialMacroSW It amazes me that the general public still attributes homelessness (and poverty in general) to 'character

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: @OfficialMacroSW It amazes me that the general public still attributes homelessness (and poverty in general) to 'character

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: @aykanian I always listen to @Gaydio (https://t.co/f4PsiOjFjd) and @IvanPicaMusic (https://t.co/kje6O1U4oJ). Best dance mus...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Some great resources and content are being provided in this chat! Let's keep this discussion going strong during the se

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Q2 Themes: Bias, NIMBY attitudes, criminalizing the homeless, blaming the individual, perpetual stigma #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Q2 Themes: Bias, NIMBY attitudes, criminalizing the homeless, blaming the individual, perpetual stigma #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aykanian: A2: Policies that criminalize things like camping, sleeping in cars, loitering, and panhandling have increased across the U.S…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aykanian: A2: #NIMBY attitudes can be a huge barrier to creating homeless services, shelter, and affordable housing. @HomelessHUB s…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A2: It seems a lot of biased perspectives exist regarding homelessness - laziness, abusers of the system, etc...which.

inSocialWork @SWpodcast
A2 Dr. Heather Larkin and Amanda Aykanian answered this question well in their conversation on Strategies to Advance Service Delivery and Address the Challenges of the Homeless Population! They suggested stereotypes negatively impact policy. https://t.co/zBkY9GDCrc #MacroS

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
#MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @SWpodcast: A2 Dr. Heather Larkin and Amanda Aykanian answered this question well in their conversation on Strategies to Advance Service…

Ligaya Loyola @LigayaLoyola
RT @VilissaThompson: Hello everyone! Glad to see us jumpstarting the chat! I'll be in the background since I'm working on a project. #Mac…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A2: It seems a lot of biased perspectives exist regarding homelessness - laziness, abusers of the system, etc...which.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: #MacroSW https://t.co/GvyzNC2B5Y

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
RT @SWpodcast: A2 Dr. Heather Larkin and Amanda Aykanian answered this question well in their conversation on Strategies to Advance Service…

Ligaya Loyola @LigayaLoyola
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @porndaughter @spcummings @Kare…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: #MacroSW https://t.co/GvyzNC2B5Y

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SWpodcast: A2 Dr. Heather Larkin and Amanda Aykanian answered this question well in their conversation on Strategies to Advance Service…

Sheila Vakharia PhD MSW @MyHarmReduction
A2: when people are viewed as undeserving, lazy, and “other” it’s easy to prioritize other populations, issues for funding. We’re also program…

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
A2: Homelessness, especially street homelessness, isn't pretty. It's a blatant visual reminder of social problems and systemic failures. The put
tends to prefer to not look at it, so policies can be geared towards banishment (e.g., anti-panhandling laws). #MacroSW

Ligaya Loyola @LigayaLoyola
RT @poliSW: While you're waiting for the chat to start, subscribe to our podcast on iTunes. The #MacroSW Podcast - https://t.co/Q3nJYJbkHF

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@SWpodcast #macroSW The experts! interviewed by our in-house expert, Elizabeth Bowen! https://t.co/eJaQl6oYsn

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
RT @SWpodcast: A2 Dr. Heather Larkin and Amanda Aykanian answered this question well in their conversation on Strategies to Advance Service...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
@IamStillHealing @OfficialMacroSW @AlyssaLotmore Absolutely! Thank you. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Q3 is coming up in 1 minute!! #MacroSW

Stevara @StevaraTweets
RT @aykanian: A2: Homelessness, especially street homelessness, isn't pretty. It's a blatant visual reminder of social problems and systemi...

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
RT @aykanian: A2: Homelessness, especially street homelessness, isn't pretty. It's a blatant visual reminder of social problems and systemi...

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.8 Additionally, there are "invisible" homeless, like what I was: never knew where I was going to sleep each night,...

inSocialWork @SWpodcast
RT @aykanian: A2: Homelessness, especially street homelessness, isn't pretty. It's a blatant visual reminder of social problems and systemi...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @aykanian: A2: Homelessness, especially street homelessness, isn't pretty. It's a blatant visual reminder of social problems and systemi...

Dr. Nancy Kasumal @nancy_kusmaul
RT @aykanian: A2: Homelessness, especially street homelessness, isn't pretty. It's a blatant visual reminder of social problems and systemi...

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.6 documenting how policies (or lack thereof) have been having a real impact on the homeless in SF #macrosw

inSocialWork @SWpodcast
RT @UBSSW: @SWpodcast #macroSW The experts! interviewed by our in-house expert, Elizabeth Bowen! https://t.co/eJaQl6oYsn

Dr. Nancy Kasumal @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MyHarmReduction: A2- when people are viewed as undeserving, lazy, and "other" it's easy to prioritize other populations, issues for fun.

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @A2RecDirect: A2 (B) ...The public perception that #homelessness is an "adult" problem misses the millions of children impacted each ye
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Q3 is coming up in 1 minute!! #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
A2: As wages and cost of living rises it contributes to homelessness. San Fran is trying many different things to address preception and solving long-term problem. https://t.co/zkzRpiJbWx #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@mizzpicklezz @AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW That's awful. Have you seen: “Share No More: The Criminalization of Efforts to Feed People in Need” via @NFL_Homeless? https://t.co/L2qQlyONA #MacroSW

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
Q3: How do the systems social workers commonly work within or engage with (e.g., schools, hospitals, jails/prisons, child welfare, foster care) produce homelessness or increase the risk of homelessness? #MacroSW @OfficialMacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Agreed, @MyHarmReduction..we're always facing a budget crisis, forcing out major macro issues like this. #MacroSW

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
A2: We even rank "deserving" groups within the homeless population - families and veterans are easy "sells" while other groups can be overlooked. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: A2: As wages and cost of living rises it contributes to homelessness. San Fran is trying many different things to address..

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aykanian: A2: Homelessness, especially street homelessness, isn't pretty. It's a blatant visual reminder of social problems and systemic...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: @mizzpicklezz @AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW That's awful. Have you seen: “Share No More: The Criminalization of Efforts to Feed Pec Need” via @NFL_Homeless? https://t.co/L2qQlyONA #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Q3: How do the systems social workers commonly work within or engage with (e.g., schools, hospitals, jails/prisons, child welfare, foster care) produce homelessness or increase the risk of homelessness? #MacroSW @OfficialMacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SWpodcast: A2 Dr. Heather Larkin and Amanda Aykanian answered this question well in their conversation on Strategies to Advance Service...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Q3 is live >>>>>> #MacroSW

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@aykanian A2. Instead of policies that help the homeless gain access to better opportunities and financial stability...punitive policies are created because "it ain't pretty" #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancykusmaul
RT @aykanian: A2: We even rank "deserving" groups within the homeless population - families and veterans are easy "sells" while other grou

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
A3 Agency Policies (my field, behavioral healthcare): my agency does the 'rightest thing' so we thankfully don't follow this. but many agencies
terminate patients after x number of missed visits, even when they know housing and transportation are barriers #MacroSW

@mizz picklezz @mizzpicklezz
RT @aykanian: A2: We even rank "deserving" groups within the homeless population - families and veterans are easy "sells" while other grou

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Agreed, @MyHarmReduction ..we're always facing a budget crisis, forcing out major macro issues like this. #MacroSW

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
These guys and gals do a great job battling this here: @OrgCode #SPDAT people #MacroSW

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
A3: Formerly incarcerated people are almost 10x more likely to be homeless than the general public. @PrisonPolicy found that rates are espe high for people of color, women, people incarcerated more than once, and people recently released. https://t.co/0Ev1ddN7ok #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Q3: How do the systems social workers commonly work within or engage with (e.g., schools, hospitals, jails/prisons, chil

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
RT @MyHarmReduction: A2- when people are viewed as undeserving, lazy, and “other” it’s easy to prioritize other populations, issues for fun.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @aykanian: A3: Formerly incarcerated people are almost 10x more likely to be homeless than the general public. @PrisonPolicy found t

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: @mizzpicklezz @AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW That's awful. Have you seen: “Share No More: The Criminalization of t

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @porndaughter: A2: As wages and cost of living rises it contributes to homelessness. San Fran is trying many different things to address..

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
#MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tweetoutreach: #MacroSW https://t.co/dPenrai4NW

Stevara @StevaraTweets
@AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW A3: When thinking about foster care and specifically the “permanency” goal… we don’t do a good enoug of setting our youth up for success and financially support themselves #MacroSW

Larissa @larissacmsw
RT @aykanian: A3: Formerly incarcerated people are almost 10x more likely to be homeless than the general public. @PrisonPolicy found the

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
A3.2 This means that those who are either on the streets, or who are in shelters, become disconnected from the system quicker, and are oft

Sheila Vakharia PhD MSW @MyHarmReduction
A3: We are complicit in sitting by as public housing excludes ppl w criminal backgrounds when we know that the criminal justice system is any but just. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda @larissacmsw #MacroSW https://t.co/2phFWrFGz

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian A3: #Homelessness is common among families with child welfare involvement, and child welfare involvement is associated out-of-home place foster care, and running away. Not addressing housing needs can delay family reunification and result in additional instability. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul @AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW A3: When we follow our own policies of limiting services and screening for worthiness. Our social service systems do not address the true risks facing marginalized populations. #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul RT @StevaraTweets: @AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW A3: When thinking about foster care and specifically the “permanency” goal… we do...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul RT @aykanian: A3: Formerly incarcerated people are almost 10x more likely to be homeless than the general public. @PrisonPolicy found th

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz A3.3 Additionally, because so many agencies won't communicate by text, it means that even when some homeless folx do have a phone, they coordinate their care. HIPAA and other policies (Medicaid/Medicare) can make it a nightmare for folx to coordinate care #MacroSW

Monaca Eaton @monaca_eaton A3. Abrupt discontinuation of services, fluxing eligibility requirements, lack of transition planning and band-aid support plans #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3 Agency Policies (my field, behavioral healthcare): my agency does the 'rightest thing' so we thankfully don't follo...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul RT @aykanian: A3: #Homelessness is common among families with child welfare involvement, and child welfare involvement is associated...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @AlyssaLotmore: Q3: How do the systems social workers commonly work within or engage with (e.g., schools, hospitals, jails/prisons, chi

mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz @MyHarmReduction A2. Which is frustrating to deal with as a SW because we tend to do our problem/asset analysis across multiple systems can then develop interventions across all systems at different levels of the system #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3.2 This means that those who are either on the streets, or who are in shelters, become disconnected from the sys...

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach A3: discharge to #homelessness #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz RT @tweetoutreach: A3: discharge to #homelessness #MacroSW
Stevara @StevaraTweets
@AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW A3 (cont): Especially those for-profit organizations that are more interested in monetizing someones trauma rather than working themselves out of a job and fixing the system that perpetuates homelessness #MacroSW

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
A3: Youth aging out of the foster care system are at particularly high risk of experiencing homelessness, likely a result of a lack of social support, lack of adequate financial resources, and poor/under-developed independent living skills. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @monaca_eaton: A3. Abrupt discontinuation of services, fluxing eligibility requirements, lack of transition planning and band-aid suppor...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tweetoutreach: A3: discharge to homelessness #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3.3 Additionally, because so many agencies won’t communicate by text, it means that even when some homeless h...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW A3: When we follow our own policies of limiting services and screening for worthir...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW A3: When we follow our own policies of limiting services and screening for worthir...

Sheila Vakharia PhD MSW @MyHarmReduction
A3: We are complicit in standing by as public housing policies have strict rules that often set our clients up to fail and get kicked out. #MacroS1

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
RT @aykanian: A3: #Homelessness is common among families with child welfare involvement, and child welfare involvement is associated o...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW A3: When we follow our own policies of limiting services and screening for worthir...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @aykanian: A3: #Homelessness is common among families with child welfare involvement, and child welfare involvement is associated o...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
I love the "second half" prelude! :) #Macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
@tweetoutreach agreed!! This is one of the most infuriating things, when I've heard "Well we made a discharge and safety plan..." #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aykanian: A2: We even rank "deserving" groups within the homeless population - families and veterans are easy "sells" while other grou...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aykanian: A3: Formerly incarcerated people are almost 10x more likely to be homeless than the general public. @PrisonPolicy found the...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
@tweetoutreach ...but that plan was for homelessness...and a phone number to call! #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul

RT @MyHarmReduction: A3: We are complicit in standing by as public housing policies have strict rules that often set our clients up to fail…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @aykanian: A3: Youth aging out of the foster care system are at particularly high risk of experiencing homelessness, likely a result of…

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW A3: When we follow our own policies of limiting services and screening for worthi…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MyHarmReduction: A3: We are complicit in standing by as public housing policies have strict rules that often set our clients up to fail…

inSocialWork @SWpodcast
As a JD/MSW, it is clear to me that administrative law has a huge impact on homelessness. #macroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aykanian: A3: #Homelessness is common among families with child welfare involvement, and child welfare involvement is associated with…

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A3(2): contradictory policies make it more difficult to escape homelessness #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Q4 is coming up!! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @tweetoutreach: A3(2): contradictory policies make it more difficult to escape homelessness #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @SWpodcast: As a JD/MSW, it is clear to me that administrative law has a huge impact on homelessness. #macroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SWpodcast: As a JD/MSW, it is clear to me that administrative law has a huge impact on homelessness. #macroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
#MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
That's why we need true #traumainformed service delivery systems. #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aykanian: A3: Youth aging out of the foster care system are at particularly high risk of experiencing homelessness, likely a result of…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
@SWpodcast I can't wait to see you fight the good fight in court! #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: That's why we need true #traumainformed service delivery systems. #macrosw
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: #MacroSW https://t.co/HnOID0Tfve

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A3(3): lack of trauma informed care among other sectors/systems #MacroSW

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
Yes. And, many have one-strike policies that can result in entire families being evicted when one member of the household violates a rule. #MacroSW

Stevara @StevaraTweets
@aykanian …. we have to think back to when we were younger and reflect on whether we could realistically survive financially without a support system and then question why we expect youth in foster care to survive… #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tweetoutreach: A3(3): lack of trauma informed care among other sectors/systems #MacroSW

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
Q4: How can the systems social workers commonly work within or engage with (e.g., schools, hospitals, jails/prisons, child welfare, foster care) to prevent homelessness? #MacroSW @OfficialMacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @aykanian: Yes. And, many have one-strike policies that can result in entire families being evicted when one member of the household v

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Q4: How can the systems social workers commonly work within or engage with (e.g., schools, hospitals, jails/prisons, ch

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @aykanian: Yes. And, many have one-strike policies that can result in entire families being evicted when one member of the household v

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @tweetoutreach: A3(3): lack of trauma informed care among other sectors/systems #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A4 Listen to Part 2: "Strategies to Advance Service Delivery and Address the Challenges of the #Homeless Population: SocialWork's Call t

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @aykanian: Yes. And, many have one-strike policies that can result in entire families being evicted when one member of the household v

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A3(4): lack of coordination among systems blind/deadend referrals #MacroSW

inSocialWork @SWpodcast
RT @UBSSW: A4 Listen to Part 2: "Strategies to Advance Service Delivery and Address the Challenges of the #Homeless Population: SocialWo...

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
A4: @Chapin_Hall's #VoYC study found that nearly 1/3 of youth experiencing homelessness had experiences with foster care and nearly 1/2 I been in juvenile detention, jail, or prison, suggesting these are key points for prevention services. https://t.co/KvdKTWFVjx #MacroSW
Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Q4: How can the systems social workers commonly work within or engage with (e.g., schools, hospitals, jails/prisons, c

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
@TheMattSchwartz Ugh! #MacroSW

inSocialWork @SWpodcast
RT @aykanian: A4: @Chapin_Hall's #VoYC study found that nearly 1/3 of youth experiencing homelessness had experiences with foster care

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
A4 (I feel like I've said this so often): 1) meet folks where they are 2) and base policies on evidence based practice IN LIGHT OF @NASW eth Ask ourselves "are we doing the rightest thing? Is this policy punitive? HOW is this policy helping or hurting our clients?" #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @aykanian: A4: @Chapin_Hall's #VoYC study found that nearly 1/3 of youth experiencing homelessness had experiences with foster care

Sheila Vakharia PhD MSW @MyHarmReduction
A4: we need to support #harmreduction housing policies which are guided by Housing First. Low threshold access is the only way to house the highest risk people to keep them safer and healthier. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @tweetoutreach: @TheMattSchwartz Ugh! #MacroSW

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
A4: @Critical_Time Intervention is a case management model used to prevent homelessness during periods of transition - such as transitionincarceration, foster care, or homelessness to independent housing. https://t.co/9TsXDaxEgS #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW A4: By creating SYSTEMS that consider person-in-environment. Social workers are often caught trying to serve individuals within systems that judge worthiness and fail to consider all of the environmental factors. #traumainformed #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @aykanian: A4: @Critical_Time Intervention is a case management model used to prevent homelessness during periods of transition - such as transitionincarceration, foster care, or homelessness to independent housing. https://t.co/9TsXDaxEgS #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW A4: By creating SYSTEMS that consider person-in-environment. Social workers a often c...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @aykanian: A4: @Chapin_Hall's #VoYC study found that nearly 1/3 of youth experiencing homelessness had experiences with foster care

mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
RT @monaca_eaton: A2. Homelessness is seen as an individual issue and often not systemic and societal - throws back to the idea of desen...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @tweetoutreach: A3(4): lack of coordination among systems blind/deadend referrals #MacroSW
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: A4 Listen to Part 2: "Strategies to Advance Service Delivery and Address the Challenges of the #Homeless Population: #SocialWo...

@mizz_picklez @mizzpicklezz
RT @aykanian: A3: Formerly incarcerated people are almost 10x more likely to be homeless than the general public. @PrisonPolicy found the...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
A4 (kind of an A3 flip): Social workers across the service continuum should connect the system dots when possible. As a former hospital social worker it was easy and tempting to say "That's not my problem" when working on a d/c plan. #MacroSW

Karen 👇 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Q4: How can the systems social workers commonly work within or engage with (e.g., schools, hospitals, jails/prisons, cr...

@mizz_picklez @mizzpicklezz
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3.3 Additionally, because so many agencies won’t communicate by text, it means that even when some homeless fe h...

Stevera @SteveraTweets
@AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW A4: Systems need to change from reactive to proactive… we have enough data to say enough is enough work on these predictive factors to work with our communities before they begin experiencing homelessness #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A4 (I feel like I’ve said this so often): 1) meet folks where they are 2) and base policies on evidence based practice...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 📚 @TheMattSchwartz
A4.2 We also have to adjust policies in order to better facilitate communications, bring in #SWTech so counselors can text to their clients, with burdening an agency with cell phone costs, etc. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MyHarmReduction: A4: we need to support #harmreduction housing policies which are guided by Housing First. Low threshold access is

@mizz_picklez @mizzpicklezz
RT @monaca_eaton: A3. Abrupt discontinuation of services, fluxing eligibility requirements, lack of transition planning and band-aid suppor...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @aykanian: A4: @Critical_Time Intervention is a case management model used to prevent homelessness during periods of transition - su...

Karen 👇 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aykanian: Yes. And, many have one-strike policies that can result in entire families being evicted when one member of the household vi...

Karen 👇 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aykanian: A4: @Chapin_Hall's #VoYC study found that nearly 1/3 of youth experiencing homelessness had experiences with foster care

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
A4: Encourage data sharing to see relationship between homelessness and system involvement in your community. Data can be used to iden...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A4 (kind of an A3 flip): Social workers across the service continuum should connect the system dots when possible. A...
@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@mizzpicklezz A3. You hit the nail on the head #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aykanian: A4: @Critical_Time Intervention is a case management model used to prevent homelessness during periods of transition - sur

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Question for @aykanian: Is "Housing First" (part of) the answer? https://t.co/HDMJSh6FoL #macroSW

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
RT @aykanian: A4: @Chapin_Hall's #VoYC study found that nearly 1/3 of youth experiencing homelessness had experiences with foster care

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @aykanian: A4: Encourage data sharing to see relationship between homelessness and system involvement in your community. Data can use...

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
RT @StevartaTweets: @AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW A4: Systems need to change from reactive to proactive... we have enough data to enough...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @aykanian: A4: Encourage data sharing to see relationship between homelessness and system involvement in your community. Data can use...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A4 (kind of an A3 flip): Social workers across the service continuum should connect the system dots when possible. A

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A4.2 We also have to adjust policies in order to better facilitate communications, bring in #SWTech so counselors car

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @StevartaTweets: @AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW A4: Systems need to change from reactive to proactive... we have enough data to enough...

Larissa @larissacmsw
RT @StevartaTweets: @AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW A4: Systems need to change from reactive to proactive... we have enough data to enough...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aykanian: A4: Encourage data sharing to see relationship between homelessness and system involvement in your community. Data can use...

Sheila Vakharia PhD MSW @MyHarmReduction
A4: supporting and advancing rental assistance and emergency funds is also essential for prevention. This way people can stay where their a' through a crisis or emergency until they get back on their feet #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @aykanian: A4: Encourage data sharing to see relationship between homelessness and system involvement in your community. Data can use...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MyHarmReduction: A4: supporting and advancing rental assistance and emergency funds is also essential for prevention. This way people access the services they need.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW @TheMattSchwartz @nasw It bears repeating because it's so important, especially given the attitudes discussed in Q2. #MacroSW

Monaca Eaton @monaca_eaton A4 multi-systems approach that takes into account multiple service options, person-in-environment and trauma informed solutions all while advocating and stepping into the arena of political sw #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan RT @StevaraTweets: @aykanian …. we have to think back to when we were younger and reflect on whether we could realistically survive financially.

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian So important. The "not my problem" mentality creates major service silos and fragmented services. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🍃 @TheMattSchwartz RT @OfficialMacroSW: @TheMattSchwartz @nasw It bears repeating because it's so important, especially given the attitudes discussed in Q

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @monaca_eaton: A4 multi-systems approach that takes into account multiple service options, person-in-environment and trauma informed solutions all while advocating and stepping into the arena of political sw #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda @aykanian What kind of data in your experience is most helpful? Any templates to share for busy agencies? #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW RT @aykanian: A4: Encourage data sharing to see relationship between homelessness and system involvement in your community. Data can use…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🍃 @TheMattSchwartz RT @aykanian: So important. The "not my problem" mentality creates major service silos and fragmented services. #MacroSW https://t.co/ginls…

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect A4 Welcoming people and easy ways to enter into a school system help kids we serve through the McKinney-Vento Act. It comes down to kindness, acceptance & wrap around support from 1st contact on. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @karenzgoda: @aykanian What kind of data in your experience is most helpful? Any templates to share for busy agencies? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @A2RecDirect: A4 Welcoming people and easy ways to enter into a school system help kids we serve through the McKinney-Vento Act. It come…

inSocialWork @SWpodcast RT @aykanian: So important. The "not my problem" mentality creates major service silos and fragmented services. #MacroSW https://t.co/ginls…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul @OfficialMacroSW As a former hospital social worker one of my favorite cases involved some very simple interventions that removed barriers allowing a patient to catch a bus to go to his brother in California. He was going to stay on his couch- not ideal. #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
@aykanian my dream is that one day NYS OASAS and NYS OMH will actually be under one roof, so we can truly have integrated care here #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @OfficialMacroSW As a former hospital social worker one of my favorite cases involved some very simple intervention:

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul nancy_kusmaul
RT @aykanian: So important. The "not my problem" mentality creates major service silos and fragmented services. #MacroSW https://t.co/gin

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @karenzgoda: @aykanian What kind of data in your experience is most helpful? Any templates to share for busy agencies? #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul nancy_kusmaul
RT @monaca_eaton: A4 multi-systems approach that takes into account multiple service options, person-in-environment and trauma informe

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@StevaraTweets @AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW That's what blows me away. The fact that.. there's literally DECADES worth of researc
how to prevent homelessness..and yet....here we are #MacroSW 🤔

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A4: go to them. Attend/start/lead collaboration. Homelessness touches all these systems, we have to touch them to to address it #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @OfficialMacroSW As a former hospital social worker one of my favorite cases involved some very simple intervention:

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect
By "people" I mean staff. Often it's front line secretaries who are the first point of contact. The right person with the right training can make ALL difference. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul nancy_kusmaul
@OfficialMacroSW But prevented him from being homeless, and gave him social supports to cope with a serious illness. #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Using Data to Understand and End Homelessness | HUD USER https://t.co/IveLCBmDax #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @OfficialMacroSW But prevented him from being homeless, and gave him social supports to cope with a serious illness #m...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul nancy_kusmaul
RT @mizzpicklezz: @StevaraTweets @AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW That's what blows me away. The fact that.. there's literally DECAD wort...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Using Data to Understand and End Homelessness | HUD USER https://t.co/IveLCBmDax #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
My #MacroSW buddy for the evening https://t.co/OmFDZBmKHJ
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Master List Template and Benchmark Generation Tool for Ending Veteran Homelessness | United States Interagency Council on Homelessness (USICH) https://t.co/Xjwp7pLmwg #MacroSW

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A(2): others systems don't want homelessness either, they just don't know what to do. Teach them. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @A2RecDirect: By "people" I mean staff. Often it's front line secretaries who are the first point of contact. The right person with the...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @A2RecDirect: A4 Welcoming people and easy ways to enter into a school system help kids we serve through the McKinney-Vento Act. It come...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @karenzgoda: Master List Template and Benchmark Generation Tool for Ending Veteran Homelessness | United States Interagency Coun H...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Master List Template and Benchmark Generation Tool for Ending Veteran Homelessness | United States Interagency Coun H...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Some Themes from Q4: Connect the dots, address the problem of homeless from a systems POV, always meeet the individuals where they a...

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
Great question. Maximizing the use of and sharing of HMIS data is key, and connecting it with things like Medicaid, incarceration, and foster c...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @karenzgoda: Using Data to Understand and End Homelessness | HUD USER https://t.co/lveLCBmDax #MacroSW

@mizz_picklez @mizzpicklezz
@TheMattSchwartz @aykanian But can we add OPWDD to this vision tho...that's a true dream ...lol #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Some Themes from Q4: Connect the dots, address the problem of homeless from a systems POV, always meeet the individual...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @aykanian: Great question. Maximizing the use of and sharing of HMIS data is key, and connecting it with things like Medicaid, incarceration.

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @mizzpicklezz: @TheMattSchwartz @aykanian But can we add OPWDD to this vision tho...that's a true dream ...lol #MacroSW

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
Q5: How can social workers improve community responses and social systems to prevent homelessness and better meet the needs of people

experiencing homelessness? #MacroSW @OfficialMacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🌐 @TheMattSchwartz
@mizzpicklezz @aykanian @mizzpicklezz @aykanian OMG YAAAAAAAAS #MacroSW https://t.co/jbvHAVpKKQ

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@A2RecDirect Our work on #traumainformedcare has emphasized the importance of all levels of staff being on board. Secretaries are such an important part of the service delivery model, but so underrecognized. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Q5 is live!!! --------> #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @A2RecDirect Our work on #traumainformedcare has emphasized the importance of all levels of staff being on board. Secre...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Q5: How can social workers improve community responses and social systems to prevent homelessness and better meet the ne...

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A4(4): bring together other systems/sector and create a unified voice on the solution like @IndSector and @upswell #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @aykanian: Great question. Maximizing the use of and sharing of HMIS data is key, and connecting it with things like Medicaid, incarcera.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Some Themes from Q4: Connect the dots, address the problem of homeless from a systems POV, always meet the individual...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Q5 is live!!! --------> #MacroSW https://t.co/AUV8wuEK9v

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @tweetoutreach: A4(2): others systems don't want homelessness either, they just don't know what to do. Teach them. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: Master List Template and Benchmark Generation Tool for Ending Veteran Homelessness | United States Interagency Coun...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: Using Data to Understand and End Homelessness | HUD USER https://t.co/lveLCBmDax #MacroSW

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
A5: Get to know your community's homeless service system, so you can facilitate interagency collaboration, such as coordinated outreach, education, funding applications, and policy advocacy. And, review your community's strategic plan to end homelessness, if it has one. #Macro

Karen ❤️ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aykanian: Great question. Maximizing the use of and sharing of HMIS data is key, and connecting it with things like Medicaid, incarcera.
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
A5 I think we need to have currently homeless, and formerly homeless folx at the table as we create policies, and as we work to advocate for change #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @aykanian: A5: Get to know your community's homeless service system, so you can facilitate interagency collaboration, such as coordina

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A5 I think we need to have currently homeless, and formerly homeless folx at the table as we create policies, and as’

Stevara @StevaraTweets
RT @aykanian: A5: Get to know your community's homeless service system, so you can facilitate interagency collaboration, such as coordina

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
@aykanian @mizzpicklezz #AlsoThisYes #VeryYes #MacroSW

inSocialWork @SWpodcast
RT @aykanian: A5: Get to know your community's homeless service system, so you can facilitate interagency collaboration, such as coordina

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
Agreed. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A5 I think we need to have currently homeless, and formerly homeless folx at the table as we create policies, and as’

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @aykanian: A5: Get to know your community's homeless service system, so you can facilitate interagency collaboration, such as coordina

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect
A5 Whoops I think I answered Q5 under my last tweet (A4). I'll just say it again I - we can actively remove barriers in which we work. #MacroSW #homelessness https://t.co/zG8kYfR9Es

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @aykanian: A5: Get to know your community's homeless service system, so you can facilitate interagency collaboration, such as coordina

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A5: stand in the gap, even if you have to alone #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A5 Mandate a percentage of low-income units in any new development - esp. those getting tax breaks through Zoning Regs., decriminalize #homelessness, institute universal #vouchers, VOTE for those who support ending homelessness. #MacroSW https://t.co/myde8OZA4c

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
A5: Work with your organization and others to ensure all clients are assessed for past, current, or potential homelessness, and help develop w connect people with resources and supports to promote housing stability and prevent homelessness. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@aykanian Here is one for homeless veterans via @DeptVetAffairs: Homeless Management Information System (HMIS) https://t.co/oyVeq4k

A5.2 As politicians work to hide, and to remove the homeless from view, I think we need to (in a Trauma Informed way) show the humanity and people that they are attempting to hide, and how their policies impact them, in real ways #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @tweetoutreach: #MacroSW https://t.co/dPenrai4NW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @aykanian: A5: Work with your organization and others to ensure all clients are assessed for past, current, or potential homelessness, a..

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @aykanian: A5: Work with your organization and others to ensure all clients are assessed for past, current, or potential homelessness, a..

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @A2RecDirect: A5 Whoops I think I answered Q5 under my last tweet (A4). I'll just say it again - we can actively remove barriers in which...

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
A5: Consider engaging your local business community/business improvement district to prevent the criminalization of homelessness and support establishing community resources and outreach activities. Example: https://t.co/hroT0pYbEb #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aykanian: A5: Get to know your community's homeless service system, so you can facilitate interagency collaboration, such as coordina

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A5(2): show evidence of cost savings, improved health outcomes and better public health #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: @aykanian Here is one for homeless veterans via @DeptVetAffairs: Homeless Management Information System (HMIS) https://t.c...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aykanian: A5: Work with your organization and others to ensure all clients are assessed for past, current, or potential homelessness, a..

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@A2RecDirect Ha ha! No worries! #MacroSW https://t.co/oMKqoPuYwK

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: @aykanian Consider engaging your local business community/business improvement district to prevent the criminalization of homeles...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @aykanian: A5: Consider engaging your local business community/business improvement district to prevent the criminalization of homeles...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tweetoutreach: A5(2): show evidence of cost savings, improved health outcomes and better public health #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
A5.3 I think we also have to band together to work against Hostile Architecture (which is sometimes in place at our own agencies) #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A5.2 As politicians work to hide, and to remove the homeless from view, I think we need to (in a Trauma Informed wa

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: @aykanian Here is one for homeless veterans via @DeptVetAffairs: Homeless Management Information System (HMIS) https://t.c

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @aykanian: A5: Work with your organization and others to ensure all clients are assessed for past, current, or potential homelessness, a..

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @tweetoutreach: A5: stand in the gap, even if you have to alone #MacroSW

inSocialWork @SWpodcast
RT @UBSSW: A5 Mandate a percentage of low-income units in any new development - esp. those getting tax breaks through Zoning Regs., decrimi...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🌟 @TheMattSchwartz
A5.4 https://t.co/k7vhxQoBK #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @A2RecDirect Ha ha! No worries! #MacroSW https://t.co/oMKqoPuYwK

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aykanian: A5: Consider engaging your local business community/business improvement district to prevent the criminalization of homeless

Chris Slocum @ChristineLSloc
RT @aykanian: So important. The "not my problem" mentality creates major service silos and fragmented services. #MacroSW https://t.co/gin...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A5.3 I think we also have to band together to work against Hostile Architecture (which is sometimes in place at our ov

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A5.4 https://t.co/k7vhxQoBK #MacroSW

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
Trying to keep up with all of these awesome #MacroSW tweets... Great discussion! https://t.co/y1s4Fy4ZVA

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A5(3): continue to educate how housing first works over and over again, helpers continue to complicate the issue by forgetting this. #MacroS

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tweetoutreach: A5(3): continue to educate how housing first works over and over again, helpers continue to complicate the issue by forg

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@TheMattSchwartz Right?? I see hostile architecture everywhere, including my town. #MacroSW

Sheila Vakharia PhD MSW @MyHarmReduction
A5: ask people who have experienced homelessness what they needed and what was missing. People currently struggling to tell you what they need now. Then do that. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☕ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @TheMattSchwartz Right?? I see hostile architecture everywhere, including my town. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MyHarmReduction: A5: ask people who have experienced homelessness what they needed and what was missing. People currently struggling to...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @A2RecDirect: A5 Whoop I think I answered Q5 under my last tweet (A4). I'll just say it again - we can actively remove barriers in which...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☕ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @MyHarmReduction: A5: ask people who have experienced homelessness what they needed and what was missing. People currently struggling to...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @tweetoutreach: A5(3): continue to educate how housing first works over and over again, helpers continue to complicate the issue by forg...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@AlyssaLotmore Thank goodness for the archives! #MacroSW

Shirley Aldana @EnlaceDiversity
RT @poliSW: #MacroSW 9/6/18: Navigating Systems: Homelessness https://t.co/zfBEAdqolz via @poliSW

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A5(5): coordinate collaboration and create opportunities for systems to align, programmatically, locally, and Macro #MacroSW

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
RT @MyHarmReduction: A5: ask people who have experienced homelessness what they needed and what was missing. People currently struggling to...

tai @taispeaking
RT @MyHarmReduction: A5: ask people who have experienced homelessness what they needed and what was missing. People currently struggling to...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☕ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @AlyssaLotmore Thank goodness for the archives! #MacroSW

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
A5: Education. Education. Education. Learn about homelessness, learn about housing models and interventions, learn about homelessness in your community, learn about the resources in your community, learn from the people experiencing homelessness in your community. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MyHarmReduction: A5: ask people who have experienced homelessness what they needed and what was missing. People currently struggling to...

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@MyHarmReduction Exactly. The client IS the expert. #MacroSW

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A5(6): create, advocate, and implement policy that makes the process of ending homelessness easier #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @aykanian: A5: Education. Education. Education. Learn about homelessness, learn about housing models and interventions, learn about home...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Some general Q5 themes: Education, collaboration, intervention. Stay focused on addressing homelessness publicly and clearly. Remove bar whenever we can (some actions can be small but have major impact) #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Some general Q5 themes: Education, collaboration, intervention. Stay focused on addressing homelessness publicly i...

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@tweetoutreach Yes. Orgs need to stop being afraid of data sets and numbers..how else are we going to evaluate and predict the best hoped outcomes? #MacroSW

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
RT @tweetoutreach: A5(2): show evidence of cost savings, improved health outcomes and better public health #MacroSW

inSocialWork @SWpodcast
RT @aykanian: A5: Education. Education. Education. Learn about homelessness, learn about housing models and interventions, learn about home...

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
RT @aykanian: A5: Education. Education. Education. Learn about homelessness, learn about housing models and interventions, learn about home...

Vincent Lella @Vincent_Lella
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A5.2 As politicians work to hide, and to remove the homeless from view, I think we need to (in a Trauma Informed way)...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
I mostly gave up trying to keep up at 9:15pm. 🙃 #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @karenzgoda: I mostly gave up trying to keep up at 9:15pm. 🙃 #MacroSW https://t.co/JjO3h3egbM

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Some general Q5 themes: Education, collaboration, intervention. Stay focused on addressing homelessness publicly i...

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A5.2 As politicians work to hide, and to remove the homeless from view, I think we need to (in a Trauma Informed wa...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aykanian: A5: Education. Education. Education. Learn about homelessness, learn about housing models and interventions, learn about
home…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
@karenzgoda I can usually catch a few things (I use https://t.co/10S3QcOLb1 to follow, and twitter to post)...but I rely on the #MacroSW archi

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
👇👇👇 #MacroSW

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
@MyHarmReduction Yes this #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Wow, the hour is almost up! If you are feeling overwhelmed by all the comments and resources, never fear...we’ll have an archive of the chat about an hour. Also, our new #MacroSWPodcast will be up Monday, with a brief summary #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @AlyssaLotmore Thank goodness for the archives! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Wow, the hour is almost up! If you are feeling overwhelmed by all the comments and resources, never fear...we’ll have

Larissa @larissacmsw
actual picture of me trying to keep up with #macrosw chat @karenzgoda @AlyssaLotmore https://t.co/niyvv5yyjQ

Matthea Marquart @MattheaMarquart
RT @lakeya_cherry: Stunning pics of @LoyolaSSW Have I convinced you to join @TheNSWM @LoyolaSSW for #NSWM30? Save the date! 29- Jun…

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpiclezz
@aykanian This program is AMAZING #MacroSW https://t.co/8Sa3asz0R8

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
A5: Social workers are great moderators and facilitators. They can be incredibly useful for establishing and maintaining interagency relationsh and improving communication and collaboration. All of this is needed for effective homeless systems. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @larissacmsw: actual picture of me trying to keep up with #macrosw chat @karenzgoda @AlyssaLotmore https://t.co/niyvv5yyjQ

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @aykanian: A5: Education. Education. Education. Learn about homelessness, learn about housing models and interventions, learn about home…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Numbers also = $. #MacroSW

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A5 I think we need to have currently homeless, and formerly homeless folk at the table as we create policies, and as...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tweetoutreach: A5(5): coordinate collaboration and create opportunities for systems to align, programatically, locally, and Macro #Macro...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Some general Q5 themes: Education, collaboration, intervention. Stay focused on addressing homelessness publicly i...

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
Great info! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
I want to thank @AlyssaLotmore and our guest expert @aykanian! #MacroSW https://t.co/UxMw8Bsaos

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Wow, the hour is almost up! If you are feeling overwhelmed by all the comments and resources, never fear...we'll have...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: I want to thank @AlyssaLotmore and our guest expert @aykanian! #MacroSW https://t.co/UxMw8Bsaos

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @larissacmsw: actual picture of me trying to keep up with macrosw chat @karenzgoda @AlyssaLotmore https://t.co/niyvv5yyjQ

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Our #MacroSW Partners @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @karenzgoda @PatShellySSW @poliSW #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Our #MacroSW Partners @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @karenzgoda @PatShellySSW @poliSW #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Our #MacroSW Partners @spcummings @ubssw @acosaorg

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
@OfficialMacroSW @AlyssaLotmore @aykanian wonderful job!!!! #macrosw

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
Thank you so much for joining this #MacroSW chat. A great dialogue about navigating systems in relation to homelessness. Shout-out to our expert @aykanian! https://t.co/f95d165k6y

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @larissacmsw: actual picture of me trying to keep up with macrosw chat @karenzgoda @AlyssaLotmore https://t.co/niyvv5yyjQ

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @aykanian: A5: Social workers are great moderators and facilitators. They can be incredibly useful for establishing and maintaining inte...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Our #MacroSW Partners @spcummings @ubssw @acosaorg

Stevara @StevaraTweets
@OfficialMacroSW @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @karenzgoda @PatShellySSW @poliSW Thank you all for a wonderful #MacroSW chat tonight! See y'all next time!
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#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Our Next #MacroSW chat is next Thursday, September 13!

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: I want to thank @AlyssaLotmore and our guest expert @aykanian! #MacroSW https://t.co/UXmW8Bsaos

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@larissacmsw @AlyssaLotmore HAHAHAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA #MacroSW

Heather @Meeposity
RT @aykanian: A5: Work with your organization and others to ensure all clients are assessed for past, current, or potential homelessness, a...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Our Next #MacroSW chat is next Thursday, September 13!

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @aykanian: A5: Social workers are great moderators and facilitators. They can be incredibly useful for establishing and maintaining inte...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Thanks to all - glad to see such a lively discussion by so many tonight! #macroSW And special thanks to @aykanian for her expertise and to @AlyssaLotmore for organizing the chat! #macroSW https://t.co/mRPf1SwGla

@mizzpicklezz @mizzpicklezz
RT @aykanian: A5: Get to know your community's homeless service system, so you can facilitate interagency collaboration, such as coordina

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
I so enjoyed this #MacroSW chat about #homelessness. Thank you all for being such active and engaged chatters!

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: I want to thank @AlyssaLotmore and our guest expert @aykanian! #MacroSW https://t.co/UXmW8Bsaos

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Our #MacroSW Partners @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @karenzgoda @PatShellySSW @poliSW #MacroSW

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
@mizzpicklezz You are so right, these are often the times when we are standing alone among our peers. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @aykanian: I so enjoyed this #MacroSW chat about #homelessness. Thank you all for being such active and engaged chatters!

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aykanian: A5: Social workers are great moderators and facilitators. They can be incredibly useful for establishing and maintaining inte...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@AlyssaLotmore @aykanian Thanks again to you both! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @AlyssaLotmore @aykanian Thanks again to you both! #MacroSW
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aykanian: I so enjoyed this MacroSW chat about homelessness. Thank you all for being such active and engaged chatters!

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Thank you so much for joining this MacroSW chat. A great dialogue about navigating systems in relation to homelessness.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: Thanks to all - glad to see such a lively discussion by so many tonight! macroSW And special thanks to @aykanian for her ex...

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
@aykanian They need to hear from us! MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @StevaraTweets: @OfficialMacroSW @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @karenzgoda @PatShellySSW @poliSW Thank you all for a won MacroSW ch...

Stevara @StevaraTweets
Now that MacroSW is done for tonight, back to writing and studying BecomingDrClark

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Thank you so much for joining this MacroSW chat. A great dialogue about navigating systems in relation to homelessness.

Amanda Aykanian @aykanian
Well done. I really enjoyed this whole evening and the mental exercise of following the chat! MacroSW https://t.co/XEz4Ug5yjh

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
MacroSW https://t.co/SDSwJGUlNy

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect
Thanks for a great chat @OfficialMacroSW and all! I have a lot to think about! MacroSW https://t.co/GcB5IYTP0A

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
...and now time to attend to the needs of my cat; look forward to seeing everyone next week!! :-) macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @StevaraTweets: Now that MacroSW is done for tonight, back to writing and studying BecomingDrClark

@mizz_picklez @mizzpicklezz
@aykanian A5. Build meaningful long lasting relationships with the agencies at every system level (local, state, county, national) that are going to help the homeless client(s) the most. MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@aykanian Thank you, Amanda!!!! MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@StevaraTweets MacroSW https://t.co/TUB5pb8Kx1

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
Night all! MacroSW https://t.co/rUK8IKib7
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mizzpicklezz: @aykanian A5. Build meaningful long lasting relationships with the agencies at every system level (local, state, county,....)

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TheMattSchwartz: ...and now time to attend to the needs of my cat; look forward to seeing everyone next week!! :-) #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @A2RecDirect: Thanks for a great chat @OfficialMacroSW and all! I have a lot to think about! #MacroSW https://t.co/GcB5iYTP0A

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
RT @aykanian: A5: Work with your organization and others to ensure all clients are assessed for past, current, or potential homelessness, a..

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aykanian: Well done. I really enjoyed this whole evening and the mental exercise of following the chat! #MacroSW https://t.co/XEz4Ug5y

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
Thanks for the great chat @AlyssaLotmore @aykanian nice chatting with you all! #MacroSW

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Wow, the hour is almost up! If you are feeling overwhelmed by all the comments and resources, never fear...we'll have

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A5 I think we need to have currently homeless, and formerly homeless folx at the table as we create policies, and as a

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @AlyssaLotmore @OfficialMacroSW A4: By creating SYSTEMS that consider person-in-environment. Social workers a often c...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @aykanian: Well done. I really enjoyed this whole evening and the mental exercise of following the chat! #MacroSW https://t.co/XEz4Ug5y

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Next week's #MacroSW chat: Civic and Government Tech w/ Host @StephenCummings and Guest Expert Fallon Wilson @SistahWilson https://t.co/okCKvFsb90#con 9-13 T 9pm ET / 8pm CT #SWtech #TechForGood #Up4theChallenge

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @UBSSW: Next week's #MacroSW chat: Civic and Government Tech w/ Host @StephenCummings and Guest Expert Fallon Wilson @SistahWilson https...

Stevara @StevaraTweets
RT @UBSSW: Next week's #MacroSW chat: Civic and Government Tech w/ Host @StephenCummings and Guest Expert Fallon Wilson @SistahWilson https...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: Next week's #MacroSW chat: Civic and Government Tech w/ Host @StephenCummings and Guest Expert Fallon Wilson @SistahWilson https...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
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